
Jordan set to reactivate third round of renewables

A fresh addition of grid capacity is set to facilitate a third round of renewables feed-in
tariff projects in Jordan.
The 400 MW scheme was dropped in 2014 due to a lack of grid capacity but is now
expected to go ahead as the $160m Green Corridor transmission project is completed.
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Luxor Solar supplies Turkey with solar modules for 4 solar parks à 1 MWp

Luxor Solar GmbH, producer of high-performance solar modules with German engineering
standards, has supplied 4 open land solar systems in Turkey with a capacity of 1 MWp. The
solar parks, which were realised with a group of local investors, were connected to the grid
in December of last year.
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A project to be announced the 19th of May at our event
registration: res4med@meetingenel.com

Why a new project for Africa?

RES4MED is a network of international leaders engaged in promoting the
deployment of renewable and energy efficiency solutions in the Mediterranean.
At the end of 2015, RES4MED members decided to broaden the geographic scope
of the Association towards sub-Saharan Africa in light of the huge potentials and
growth opportunities for Africa’s renewable energy sector, in order to “export” the
successful Euro-Mediterranean cooperation towards the needs of the whole
continent.
The strong commitment of RES4MED is officially confirmed by the strategic project
RES4Africa, an initiative aiming at extending our relations with all African countries
to be implemented starting from the consolidated position acquired in the MENA
region where RES4MED started relevant partnerships and joint initiatives aimed at
cooperating in specific fields and that now could stimulate further common
programs involving African areas. Read more

Roberto Vigotti
Secretary General RES4MED

Saudi company Acwa Power to invest $12bn in the Egyptian market over 
five years

In September 2014, the government announced a new feed-in tariff for new and
renewable energy. Out of 187 offers, 136 Egyptian and international companies qualified
to implement solar or wind power energy production plants.

TerniEnergia completes 82.5-MW PV plant in S Africa

LApril 26 (SeeNews) - TerniEnergia (BIT:TER) said today its South African subsidiary has
completed the construction of a 82.5-MWp photovoltaic (PV) park in Paleisheuwel, in
South Africa's Western Cape province.

Enel Begins Its Largest North American Solar Project

Enel Green Power North America Inc. (EGPNA), a subsidiary of Italy-based Enel S.p.A., has
begun construction of a utility-scale distributed solar project, named Aurora, in Minnesota.
This project will mark the Enel Group’s largest solar plant in North America.
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